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Communication lesson for the enhancement of your
auto-immuum system.
SpaceLab instruction by Lightbeam

5G infertility caused by Radiation

Left: Stick that enters Human = full of ICT-space industry pollution.
Right: Stick unfolds itself in Humans and grows rapidly in radiation.
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SpaceLab College; what is this?

SpaceLab:
Design-team in Universe that creates Blueprints for Planet Earth.

Blueprint:
DNA + Higher powers antenna.
DNA = Solid startpoint for Life on Earth
Higher powers antenna = intuition for Good & Wrong for Evolution.
Evolution for Evolution = Evolution for Love for All of Us, in Equality.

Elements:
All Space-stuff that is in small portions / not present in DNA.
Mankind can upgrade itself with New Physics with Space-stuff,
but only in limited resources.

‘One can only microwave a human body so much’
according to
KevinMottus - an USA brain specialist.

GeorgeOrwell:
EQ-Futurebringer who published his skill in books,
like: 1984, big Brother is watching you.
George forsaw the ICT-Space industry 100% espionage Lifestyle.
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DésiréeElisabethStokkel:
EQ-Futurebringer who is forced to clean up InternationalCriminalCourt - UN - WTO
corruption...against her will.
To keep her going, the SpaceLab design-team installed the EQ-futurebrings’s skill in
her.
And, in the #ClimateGeneration….
Désirée must stop ICT- Space industry from 100% espionage on Humans Creatures on Earth, now their biology is too weak for the New Physics.

SpaceLab Collega by Lightbeam:
EQ-Futurebringer’s can ‘pick knowledge from the Sky and turn it into science’.
( 3000 Years before C, a previous EQ-Futurebringer looked at the sky...and plucked
numbers & formula’s from Space.. today, we have University studies in many
degrees of complexity.)
Désirée receives spaceLab instructions at night, while being asleep.
The drawing in this paper is one of the SpaceLab ‘go do your job’
brain waves.

Interpretation Drawing:
Left:
Radiation & Space-elements in New Physics arrive in Human body
2019.
Right:
The stick unfolds itself, thanks to
‘body = katalyst in Space-forces’.
The stick becomes a brench.
Over the brench the caterpillar crawls.
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Perhaps the head of C = light - transparent.
C grows in width & length and is agile (I could not see if its a
racer)
Stick - Caterpillar Flashlight = cause infertility Humans.
Animals? I could not clearly see.

Scientist must accept this knowledge as Axioma,
untill fuhter notice.
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